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how would you  
build a multi-touch device?

• which hardware do you use? 
• how do you know where the fingers are?

<2 minute brainstorming>

draw some sketches!



in which year  
was the first touch screen invented?

<30s brainstorming>



 1986: Sensor Frame (McAvinney)



 1986: Sensor Frame (McAvinney)

how does his sensor frame  
recognize touch?

<30s brainstorming>



LEDs

light sensors

x = LED 7

y = LED 6
LEDs

light 
sensors

touch =
(x,y) = (7,6)



infrared touch panels (ITP)
• infrared LEDs and light sensors  
• placed in a grid on bezel 
• LEDs transmit light to light sensors on the other side 
• anything that disrupts light, will register as touch



 1986: Sensor Frame (McAvinney)

 this is old, why are we learning this?



 2011: ZeroTouch 



Steve Jobs, 2007 (30 years later):
“And we have invented  
a new technology  
called multi-touch,  
which is phenomenal.  
[0:33:33]



 CHI Conference = 
 Computer-Human Interaction



Xin (UTA)

 CHI 2018



let’s look at another example: 
first pen / stylus interaction?

<30s brainstorming>



 2015 Apple Pencil

 … of course not the first :)



  1963: Light Pen, Ivan Sutherland
 (as part of SketchPad)

pay attention 
to how they 
explain 
snapping!



  1963: Light Pen, Ivan Sutherland
 (as part of SketchPad)



this was mind-boggling at the time when  
punched cards where still the main input method

Human-Computer Interaction (HCI):
inventing new ways  
how humans interact with computers



how did this work? 
how was the pen input recognized?

<30s brainstorming>

 1963: Light Pen



in the 60s, they only had  
CRT monitors (cathode ray tube)

 1963: Light Pen





• micro-controller tells the electron 
beam where to point (x,y) 

• thus, the micro-controller knows 
where the beam is pointing at

CRT monitors 
(cathode ray tube)

light sensor in the pen
• pen is also connected to the micro-controller  

• when the electron beam hits the pen, the pen 
tells the micro-controller to save the (x,y) 
position of the beam at that time  

• = pen location



 30 years later, multi-touch and pen-input 
 have reached the consumer market…



but there are still interaction concepts
that haven’t reached the consumer market yet



 1991: Pierre Wellner, Digital Desk



 1991: Pierre Wellner, Digital Desk



 UIST Conference = 
 User Interface Software and Technology





and one more example  
for the future of touch…



what if we had finger print detection 
on the entire screen?

<30 second brainstorming>



 2013: Fiberio



if finger ridges do not touch,
light gets reflected, 
hits the camera 
= bright spot

if finger ridges touch, 
light gets scattered,
does not hit the camera
= black spot

 here’s how fingerprint scanners work:





research:
speculating about the future. 

then see who was right/wrong  
20 years later.



6.810 Engineering Interactive 
Technology

• invent future 
interactive technologies

• learn about history of 
interactive technologies

• understand the 
underlying technology



let’s look at some more
touch technologies



how does my phone recognize touch? 
and why the… do I need to press so hard on 
airplane screens…?



• resistive 
• capacitive 
• camera-based 
• […]

types of touch technology::



frustrated total internal reflection
camera based #1:



frustrated total internal reflection (FTIR)



exiting light
= bright blobs

frustrated total internal reflection (FTIR)



frustrated total internal reflection (FTIR)
• light is inserted into the sides of acrylic panel 
• light internally reflects because of FTIR phenomena 
• when finger touches panel, light gets ‘frustrated’ 
• it escapes internal reflection and scatters downwards
• you can see this as bright spots in the camera image



exiting 

projection surface

optional: projection surface
• since acrylic is transparent, you cannot project on it 
• thus, add a projection surface  
• allows to display an image



exiting 

projection surface

<30 second brainstorming>

to not interfere with the projection, 
which type of LEDs do you use  
for the internal total reflection?



exiting 

projection surface

infrared LEDs
because otherwise your  
injected light for finger tracking  
overlays with your projected content



exiting 

infrared LEDs

visible light projector

infrared camera

camera also needs to be able to see infrared!



 2006: FTIR, Jeff Han



[Jeff Han, 2006]

 UIST 2005 paper (just got lasting impact award)



Steve Jobs, 2007:
“And we have invented  
a new technology  
called multi-touch,  
which is phenomenal.  
[0:33:33]



rear diffused illumination (rear DI)
camera based #2:



<30 second brainstorming>

how does it work? 
how does the camera image look like?  
white or black spots?



rear diffused illumination (rear DI)::
• light shined from below the touch surface 
• when the light hits a finger, light is reflected downwards
• appears as bright blob in the camera image







<30 second brainstorming>

what can rear diffuse illumination detect
that FTIR cannot?

FTIR rear-DI

mh, so both show bright finger blobs… 
the result is the same as with FTIR… right?



FTIR vs.

detects only objects  
in direct contact with surface 
(light bounces inside sheet)

can detect objects  
hovering over the surface 
(light reaches above sheet)

rear-DI



front diffused illumination (front DI)
camera based #3:



rear DI

front DI

light from below

light from above



front DI

<raise hand>

how do we expect the  
camera image to look like?



front DI

finger blocks the light 
from the camera 

= fingers are black



front diffused illumination (front DI)::
• light shined from above the touch surface 
• when a finger touches, a shadow is created 
• appears as black blob in the camera image





resistive touch panels (RTP)
electric-based #1:





resistive touch panels (RTP):
• the top and bottom sheet are conductive
• they have a gap in-between, no electricity flowing 
• when the top sheet gets pressed by a finger, the 

pressed point makes contact with the bottom sheet 
• electricity now get conducted at the contact point



this is why in airplanes  
you have to push so hard…



<30 second brainstorming>

how do we know  
where the user touches the screen?



same principles  
as infrared touch panel

when contact is made  
only these two line  
conduct electricity (x,y)

resistive:
x-y grid 
top layer: all horizontal lines (x) 
bottom layer: all vertical lines (y)



<30 second brainstorming>

in multi-touch (more than 1 finger), 
there are situations in which this approach  
cannot correctly detect a finger’s position. 

how do you have to place two fingers to make it fail?



these two finger positions lead to ghosting!

(camera-based setups don’t have this problem)

(1,2)
(1,5)

??
??



capacitive touch screens
electric-based #2:



 most commonly used today



mass m

distance
x

capacitance C = f(A/d) 

function of area of electrodes  
/ distance between electrodes)



finger acts as the second electrode!
touching finger changes capacitance.



resistive:

again 
same principle

capacitive:



projected capacitance (PCAP)
• 2 parallel conductive layers with grid lines 
• continues scanning of x/y grid lines (‘always on’)
• grid lines create electro static field
• when finger touches, the change in the electrodes 

can be detected



2007: ‘we invented a new technology’

this is what your 
iphone uses…



 UIST 2001



 UIST 2001 Diamond Touch — super robust!



let’s zoom out



6.810 Engineering Interactive 
Technology

• invent future 
interactive technologies

• learn about history of 
interactive technologies

• understand the 
underlying technology



1986

2007

1963

towards more natural user interaction! 
use your hands to interact.



help invent the future
of interactive tech!

20XX?

20XX?reaching the 
consumer market when?
(typically ca. 30-50 years  
after invention)



5 min break
(then we continue with
class orga stuff + sign up)



end.


